Noradrenergic modulation of epileptiform bursting and synaptic plasticity in the dentate gyrus.
The neurotransmitter norepinephrine (NE) has been implicated in both the normal expression of long-term neuronal plasticity and in development of epileptiform bursting. Our studies have focused on the modulatory role of NE in a number of epilepsy models, both acute and chronic. Acutely, reduction of extracellular Mg2+ concentration in in vitro brain slices induced spontaneous and evoked epileptiform activity in both the entorhinal cortex (EC) and dentate gyrus (DG), due largely to removal of the voltage-dependent Mg2+ blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors. Spontaneous ictal events are most prominent in the EC, suggesting an importance of this area in seizure generation. NE was found to exhibit differential modulation of epileptiform activity in the EC and DG. In the EC, NE, acting via alpha 1-receptors, completely blocked low Mg(2+)-induced epileptiform activity. In contrast, in the DG, NE exhibited a beta-receptor mediated prolongation of the low Mg(2+)-induced ictal events, and enhanced the stimulus-induced ionic and field potential changes. These complementary modulatory actions in the EC and DG, may serve to enhance signal transmission through the DG, while simultaneously reducing EC input noise and exerting a potent antiepileptic action in the EC. Chronically, actions of NE in the DG were examined before and after kindling-induced epilepsy, neuronal plasticity produced by daily high-frequency stimulation. NE, acting on beta 1-receptors, depolarized granule cells, increased input resistance, firing and influx of Ca2+ in response to repetitive stimulation, and elicited long-lasting potentiation of synaptic potentials. In addition, NE acting via alpha 1-receptors, attenuated Ca(2+)-dependent regenerative potentials. After kindling-induced plasticity, there were marked reductions in all these effects of NE on granule cells, changes likely to influence kindling-induced seizures, protecting against further enhancement of excitability once plasticity is in place.